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Abstrat
We prove the existene and assoiativity of the nonmeromorphi opera-
tor produt expansion for an innite family of vertex operator algebras, the
triplet W-algebras, using results from P (z)-tensor produt theory. While
doing this, we also show that all these vertex operator algebras are C2-
onite.
1 Introdution
The notion of operator produt expansion is fundamental in (quantum) eld the-
ory; this notion was originally introdued by Wilson [W℄ and Kadano [Kad℄.
Physially, it desribes the short distane behaviour of the produt of two quan-
tum elds Φ1(z1) and Φ2(z2) when it is evaluated near the singularity at z1 = z2
and therefore enodes part of the loal struture of the theory. The singularity
arises beause the elds are distributions.
In partiular, produts of elds our in orrelation funtions, whih eventu-
ally allow to ompute observables whih an then be ompared with experimental
data. One important advantage of operator produt expansion, viewed as a tool
that expands the produt of two elds into a series in whih eah summand
involves only one eld, is that in this way n-point funtions an be expressed
in terms of (n − 1)-point funtions. This does not only tremendously failitate
onrete omputations, but it also strutures the theory oneptually.
∗
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While for generi spaetime dimensions a rigorous formulation and treatment
of operator produt expansion is very diult, in two-dimensional onformal
eld theory the situation is muh learer (whih is one of many reasons to study
onformal eld theory, apart form its prominent role and suessful appliation
in string theory and statistial physis).
A natural framework to deal with two-dimensional onformal eld theory
is that of vertex operator algebras [FHL℄, [LL℄ and related onepts. In this
language, the operator produt expansion of elds operating on a xed module
(or representation) W for a vertex operator algebra V is expressed in the well-
known result
ι−112 〈w
′, Y (u, x1)Y (v, x2)w〉 =
(
ι−120 〈w
′, Y (Y (u, x0)v, x2)w〉
) ∣∣∣
x0=x1−x2
, (1.1)
where u, v ∈ V , w ∈ W , w′ ∈ W ′ =
∐
n∈Z(W[n])
∗
, 〈 · , · 〉 denotes the natural
pairing betweenW ′ andW , and ιij denotes the operation of expanding a funtion
of xi and xj suh that only nitely many negative powers of xj appear in the
expansion. In the physis literature, (1.1) usually is given in disguise as
Y (u, z1)Y (v, z2) ∼
N∑
n=0
Y (unv, z2)(z1 − z2)
−n−1 ,
with some N ∈ N depending on u and v, where the iteration of two vertex
operators has been expanded, only the terms singular in (z1 − z2) are given,
and this relation should be impliitly understood to be used inside a orrelation
funtion.
The operator produt expansion (1.1) is referred to as meromorphi sine
vertex operators ating on modules only involve integer powers of formal vari-
ables. But muh of the interesting information in both physial and mathematial
theories is hidden in the way dierent modules interat. So instead of vertex
operators that always at from the underlying vertex operator algebra on a given
module, intertwining operators have to be onsidered, whih mediate between
three (possibly distint) modules and do not neessarily depend meromorphially
on their variables.
While the existene and assoiativity of the operator produt expansion for
vertex operators Y ( · , x) · follows rather easily from the axioms, this is not the
ase for intertwining operators Y( · , x) ·. In fat, it is a deep result of the intriate
P (z)-tensor produt theory of Huang and Lepowsky developed in [HL1℄[HL3℄
and [H1℄. In [HLZ℄, Huang, Lepowsky and Zhang generalized their results suh
that they ould drop the ondition of rationality and of semisimpliity of the
ation of L0. In this way, a logarithmi dependene on the variables may appear
in intertwining operators and orrelation funtions. This also seems to be the
most suessful rigorous treatment of logarithmi onformal eld theory (e.g.,
see the review artiles [G℄ and [F3℄) so far.
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Now we reall some of the results of [HLZ℄ whih are entral for this work.
For any generalized module W of a vertex operator algebra V , its restrited dual
W ′ =
∐
n∈Z(W[n])
∗
an be endowed with a module struture, where the assoiated
vertex operator Y ′( · , x) · is dened by〈
Y ′(v, x)w′, w
〉
=
〈
w′, Y
(
e
xL1
(
−x−2
)L0 v, x−1)w〉
for all v ∈ V , w ∈ W and w′ ∈ W ′. The pair (W ′, Y ′) is alled the ontragre-
dient module to (W,Y ), and the ontravariant funtor ( · )′ : (W,Y ) 7→ (W ′, Y ′)
is alled the ontragredient funtor. (Here and in the following, we understand
a generalized module in the way a module is usually dened as for example in
[LL℄, exept that the ation of L0 may have a nilpotent part, i.e. the homoge-
neous subspaes W[n] = {w ∈ W | (L0 − n)mw = 0 for m ≫ 0} are generalized
eigenspaes whih are in partiular assumed to be nite-dimensional. Sometimes
we all suh a struture simply a module, omitting the attribute generalized.)
Also, let C denote an as yet unspeied full subategory of the ategory whose
objets are all (generalized) modules of a given vertex operator algebra V , that
is losed under the ontragredient funtor.
In [HLZ℄, the authors use the P (z)-tensor produt theory and arefully estab-
lish several onditions for the existene and assoiativity of the operator produt
expansion for logarithmi intertwining operators. Instead of repeating all the
steps in their argument here, we refer to their paper for details and give only a
summary of the results onerning the operator produt expansion. Indeed, one
an adequate subategory C has been hosen, it follows from Proposition 5.13
and Theorems 6.1 to 6.3 in [HLZ℄ that if its objets satisfy the following three
onditions, then the nonmeromorphi operator produt expansion exists and is
assoiative. These onditions are:
(i) All generalized V -modules in ob C are C1-onite, i.e. for all W ∈ ob C the
spae W/C1(W ) is nite-dimensional with
C1(W ) = span
{
u−1w
∣∣∣ u ∈∐
n>0
V(n), w ∈ W
}
.
(ii) All generalized V -modules in ob C are quasi-nite-dimensional, i.e. for all
W ∈ ob C,
dim
∐
n<N
W[n] <∞ for all N ∈ R .
(iii) Every objet whih is a nitely generated lower-trunated generalized V -
module, exept that it may have innite-dimensional homogeneous sub-
spaes, is an objet in C.
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Note that the basi struture in [HLZ℄ are onformal vertex algebras, whih are
the same as vertex operator algebras exept that they might not satisfy the
lower-trunation ondition and their homogeneous subspaes may be innite-
dimensional, and the same is true for their (generalized) modules. This is why the
objets may not be assumed to have nite-dimensional homogeneous subspaes
in ondition (iii), but this must be proven.
The preise statement of the assertion is that under the above onditions, for
anyW1,W2,W3,W
′
4 andM in ob C, any P (z1)-intertwining map I1 of type
(
W4
W1 M
)
and any P (z2)-intertwining map I2 of type
(
M
W2 W3
)
, there is a P (z2)-intertwining
map I of type
(
W4
W1⊠P (z0)W2 W3
)
suh that
〈w′4, I1(w1, z1)I2(w2, z2)w3〉 =
〈
w′4, I(w1⊠P (z0)w2, z2)w3
〉
(1.2)
for all w1 ∈ W1, w2 ∈ W2, w3 ∈ W3 and w′4 ∈ W
′
4.
The formal similarity between (1.1) and (1.2) is obvious. The subtle point
is that Huang, Lepowsky and Zhang really proved that in the operator produt
expansion of two logarithmi intertwining maps, there only appear powers of the
variables and their logarithms (with no further dependene on the variables),
while in the physis literature this is usually assumed without proof. With this
information one an then try to nd dierential equations that are solved by the
matrix elements of the produt of two logarithmi intertwining maps at, say, z1
and z2. (Suh dierential equations always do exist by a theorem of Huang [H2℄,
[HLZ℄.) Expanding the solution in z0 = z1− z2 and z2, one arrives at the desired
operator produt expansion, evaluated inside a matrix element  and only this
way is the operator produt expansion well-dened.
In the present paper, we show that a ertain family {W(2, (2p− 1)×3)}p≥2 of
W-algebras satises the above onditions. The vertex operator algebraW(2, 3×3)
is historially the rst example of a rational logarithmi onformal eld theory
in the sense of [GK℄, i.e. a nite set of its modules loses under fusion. From
the expliitly known haraters for the vertex operator algebrasW(2, (2p− 1)×3)
it follows that they all display logarithmi features, see [F2℄. This is one of the
motivations for us to study these W-algebras in more detail here.
The main work of our proof is to establish that eah member of this family
is C2-onite, and from this fat ondition (i) follows as we will show (the other
two onditions are easy to hek). Thus, we do not only prove the existene
and assoiativity of the operator produt expansion as desribed above for eah
W(2, (2p − 1)×3), but we also establish one of the most useful and interesting
properties in the study of vertex operator algebras for these W-algebras.
Indeed, the ondition of C2-oniteness was introdued by Zhu in [Z℄ and
subsequently used to prove the onvergene and modular invariane of haraters
for ertain vertex operator algebras, and it is also related to his famous asso-
iative algebra A(V ). But C2-oniteness is also important beause of its lose
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relation to rationality and regularity. It was proven by Li in [L℄ that any regular
vertex operator algebra is also C2-onite, and Abe, Buhl and Dong were able to
show in [ABD℄ that regularity is equivalent to rationality (in the sense of om-
plete reduibility of all modules) and C2-oniteness together for vertex operator
algebras of the form V =
∐
m∈N V(m) with V(0) = CΩ. Even a onjeture was
formulated that rationality (in the sense of omplete reduibility of all modules),
regularity and C2-oniteness are equivalent properties for vertex operator alge-
bras, but W(2, 3×3) atually serves as a ounter-example. This was known from
the work of Kaush, and Abe expliitly noted it in [A℄. Nevertheless, one may
still onjeture the equivalene of C2-oniteness and rationality in the sense of
[GK℄, i.e. a nite set of modules loses under fusion.
Our proof that all triplet algebras V2p−1 = W(2, (2p − 1)×3) are C2-onite
adds redibility to this onjeture. Indeed, from the C2-oniteness of V2p−1
it follows that the Zhu algebra A(V2p−1) is nite-dimensional, and beause of
this there are only nitely many equivalene lasses of indeomposable A(V2p−1)-
modules. This together with the strong restritions oming from the struture of
W-algebras suggests that the assumedly equivalent properties both hold for all
triplet algebras.
What makes this relationship partiularly interesting is the fat that while
rationality expliitly onerns the modules for a vertex operator algebra, the C2-
oniteness ondition an be studied solely in terms of the vertex operator algebra
itself, without referene to any modules.
The remaining struture of the present paper is as follows. In setion 2 we
briey reall a few basi properties onerning Cn-oniteness; we also explain
what we mean by a W-algebra in general and give some useful results. For stan-
dard notions onerning vertex operator algebras and for details about onepts
like (logarithmi) intertwining maps (whih are in one-to-one orrespondene to
(logarithmi) intertwining operators) or the P (z)-tensor produt, we refer the
reader to the above-mentioned literature. Then, in setion 3, we rst prove our
result for the intimately known vertex operator algebraW(2, 3×3) and then show
how the respetive arguments an be generalized to all members of the family
{W(2, (2p− 1)×3)}p≥2.
Aknowledgments: Nils Carqueville thanks Yi-Zhi Huang for explaining sev-
eral aspets of P (z)-tensor produt theory to him. He also thanks Julia Voelskow
for taking interest in this work. Both authors thank James Lepowsky and Ge-
orey Buhl for many valuable omments. The researh of Mihael Flohr is sup-
ported by the European Union Network HPRN-CT-2002-00325 (EUCLID).
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2 Preliminaries
The subspaes Cn(W )
In order to prove that the above onditions are satised for a given vertex operator
algebra V and appropriately hosen C, we rst give two general properties of the
spaes Cn(W ), where W is any generalized V -module. For n ≥ 2, Cn(W ) is
dened as Cn(W ) = span{u−nw | u ∈ V, w ∈ W}, and for n = 1, we have
C1(W ) = span{u−1w | u ∈
∐
n>0 V(n), w ∈ W}. The spae W is alled Cn-onite
if dim(W/Cn(W )) <∞. Thus, beause of the L−1-derivative property
Y
(
Lm−1v, x
)
=
d
m
dxm
Y (v, x) ,
it diretly follows by omparing oeients that
v−m−1 =
1
m
(L−1v)−m =
1
m!
(
Lm−1v
)
−1
for all m ∈ Z+ , (2.1)
and hene every Cm-onite generalized V -module W is also Cn-onite for all
m ≥ n ≥ 1. For n = 1, this an also be expressed by writing
C1(W ) = span
{
u−mw
∣∣∣ u ∈∐
n>0
V(n), w ∈ W, m ∈ Z+
}
. (2.2)
Seondly, Cn(W ) is invariant under the ation of vm for all v ∈ V and m ≤ 0.
To prove this, one only needs to look at the well-known ommutation relation
vmu−nw = u−nvmw +
∑
i∈N
(
m
i
)
(viu)m−n−i w (2.3)
whih follows from the Jaobi identity by performing the usual residue operation.
For m ≤ 0 the right-hand side of (2.3) obviously is an element of Cn(W ) beause
of the relation (2.1), and so this must also be true for the left-hand side. The
result is
vmCn(W ) ⊂ Cn(W ) for all v ∈ V , m ∈ Z≤0 , n ∈ Z+ . (2.4)
Finally, another useful relation that follows from the Jaobi identity is
(umv)n =
∑
i∈N
(−1)i
(
m
i
)
um−ivn+i −
∑
i∈N
(−1)i+m
(
m
i
)
vm+n−iui . (2.5)
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W-algebras
A W-algebra of type W(2, h1, . . . , hm) is a vertex operator algebra whih has a
generating set onsisting of the vauum Ω, the onformal vetor ω of weight 2
and m additional primary vetors W i of weight hi, i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. The vertex
operators or elds assoiated to these vetors are simple in the sense that they are
not normal-ordered produts of other elds. Sometimes the term W-algebra is
also used to refer to the algebra of modes instead of the vertex operator algebra.
What will be of partiular importane for us is the notion of quasi-primary
normal-ordered produts whih is due to Nahm [N℄. When working with W-
algebras, we will mainly adopt his notation. For a more detailed exposition, see
for example [F1℄. Here, only those relations are given that are needed for our
present purpose.
The usual normal-ordered produt : φi(x)φj(y) := φi(x)+φj(y)+φj(y)φi(x)−
of two quasi-primary elds φi and φj is not neessarily quasi-primary for x = y.
One of Nahm's results is that it is always possible to add ertain orretion terms,
yielding a quasi-primary normal-ordered produt denoted by N ( · , · ):
N (φj, ∂
nφi) =
n∑
r=0
(−1)r
(
n
r
)(
2(hi + hj + n− 1)
r
)−1(
2hi + n− 1
r
)
· ∂rN (hi+n+r)
(
φj, ∂
n−rφi
)
− (−1)n
∑
{k |h(ijk)≥1}
Ckij
(
h(ijk) + n− 1
n
)
·
(
2(hi + hj + n− 1)
n
)−1(
2hi + n− 1
h(ijk) + n
)(
σ(ijk)− 1
h(ijk)− 1
)−1
·
∂h(ijk)+nφk
(σ(ijk) + n)(h(ijk)− 1)
. (2.6)
Here, {φk}k is the family of quasi-primary elds of the orrespondingW-algebra,
hk are their respetive weights, h(ijk) := hi+hj−hk and σ(ijk) := hi+hj+hk−1.
The struture onstants Ckij are dened suh that
∑
l C
l
ijdlk = Cijk with
Cijk =
〈
Ω′, (φk)+hk(φi)−hk+hj(φj)−hjΩ
〉
and dij =
〈
Ω′, (φi)+hi(φj)−hjΩ
〉
,
and the N ( · )-produt is dened by the relations
N (m)(φ, ψ)(x) =
∑
n∈Z
x−n−hφ−hψN (m)(φ, ψ)n ,
N (m)(φ, ψ)n =
∑
k<m
φn+kψ−k +
∑
k≥m
ψ−kφn+k (2.7)
for any m ∈ Z. The quasi-primary normal-ordered produt of more than two
elds is dened reursively, for example N (φi, φj, φk) = N (φi,N (φj, φk)). If the
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produt of a eld with itself is onsidered the notation is simplied, for example
N (ψ, ψ) = N (ψ2).
Furthermore, in this notation the ommutators of modes are given by
[
(φi)m, (φj)n
]
= dijδm+n,0
(
hi +m− 1
2hi − 1
)
+
∑
{k |h(ijk)≥1}
Ckij phi,hj ,hk(m,n)(φk)m+n
(2.8)
in terms of the polynomials
phi,hj,hk(m,n) =
∑
r,s∈N
δr+s,h(ijk)−1a
r
ijk
(
m+ n− hk
r
)(
hi − n− 1
s
)
with
arijk =
(
2hk + r − 1
r
)−1(
hi + hk − hj + r − 1
r
)
.
In the next setion, also the formal power series known as the harater
χV (q) = trV q
L0−c/24 = q−c/24
∑
n∈N
dimV(n) q
n
of the vertex operator algebra V =W(2, h1, . . . , hm) will be useful. In our proof
of the existene of ertain singular vetors, we will ompare this harater with
the harater of the vauum Verma module of theW-algebra. This is the indued
module
U(W(2, h1, . . . , hm))⊗U(W(2,h1,...,hm)(+)) Cc ,
where U( · ) denotes the universal enveloping algebra of theW-algebra, the spae
W(2, h1, . . . , hm)(+) is dened by
W(2, h1, . . . , hm)(+) =
∐
n≤1
CL−n ⊕
m∐
i=1
∐
ni≤hi−1
CW i−ni ,
and Cc is the trivial W(2, h1, . . . , hm)(+)-module of entral harge c. In other
words, the vauum Verma module is generated freely by the ation of the modes
Ln and W
i
n on a nonzero element Ω in Cc, subjet to the restritions
LnΩ = 0 for all n ≥ −1 and W
i
nΩ = 0 for all n ≥ −hi + 1 . (2.9)
Beause of these restritions, the dimensions of the homogeneous subspaes V(n)
are smaller than p(n), where p(n) is the number of partitions of n into sums of
positive integers, generated by the funtion
(ϕ(q))−1 =
∏
n≥1
(1− qn)−1 =
∑
n∈N
p(n)qn .
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Taking the restritions (2.9) into aount, the vauum Verma module harater
is given by
χVermaV (q) = q
−c/24(ϕ2(q))
−1
m∏
i=1
(
ϕhi(q)
)−1
, (2.10)
where we have introdued the generating funtions ϕk, k ≥ 2, as trunated ϕ-
funtions:
ϕk(q) =
∏
n≥k
(1− qn) = ϕ(q)
k−1∏
l=1
(
1− ql
)−1
. (2.11)
3 Properties of the triplet algebras
The triplet algebra at c = −2
With the general relations of the preeding setion at hand, we now hoose a
vertex operator algebra V and a suitable ategory C for whih we will prove the
onditions for the existene and assoiativity of the nonmeromorphi operator
produt expansion. We take V = V3 whih is the triplet algebra with entral
harge c = −2 [Kau℄, [F2℄, [GK℄ and C suh that its objets are exatly all nitely
generated lower-trunated generalized V -modules. (Note that in this ontext, the
notion of suh a module of V by denition enompasses a possible Jordan ell
struture in the L0-grading.) In partiular, this hoie inludes all (generalized)
highest weight modules, but also those on whih L1 ats only nilpotently (and
not neessarily trivially) on the generating vetor.
The triplet algebra at c = −2 is aW-algebra of typeW(2, 3×3). It is generated
by the modes Lm of the Virasoro eld T (x) =
∑
m∈Z Lmx
−m−2
assoiated to the
vetor ω of weight 2 whih implements the onformal symmetry, and the modes
W am of a triplet (under the ation of the group SO(3)) of primary elds of weight
3, W a(x) =
∑
m∈ZW
a
mx
−m−3
with a ∈ {±1, 0}, whih maximally extend the
onformal symmetry, ating on some module W ∈ ob C. With this notation and
by relation (2.2), the vetors
L−m+1w and W
a
−mw are in C1(W ) for all w ∈ W and all m ≥ 3 , (3.1)
while for all other values of m, this is not neessarily the ase.
By this hoie of C, ondition (iii) above is satised. The fat that the homoge-
neous subspaes of the (generalized) modules in ob C are really nite-dimensional
follows from results of Buhl [B℄ on a module spanning set, using the fat that
they are nitely generated and all triplet algebras are C2-onite, see below.
Condition (ii) also is satised: by the ation of any mode vn with v ∈ V , the
weight of an element to whih vn is applied to hanges by an integer value, and
there are only nitely many vetors that generate V , namely ω andW a (together
with the vauum Ω).
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In order to see that ondition (i) is satised as well, i.e. C1(W ) is nite-
odimensional for all W ∈ ob C, we assume without loss of generality that W is
generated by some element w = w(0) together with its (nitely many) logarithmi
partners w(i). Then by (2.3) and (2.5), every vetor inW is a linear ombination
of elements of the form
M−m1 . . .M−mkL
M
−1
∏
a∈{±1,0}
((
W a−2
)Na2 (W a−1)Na1 (W a0 )Na0 )Mn1 . . .Mnlw(i)
(3.2)
where M is a plaeholder for either L or W a; M , Na0 , N
a
1 , N
a
2 ∈ N, n1, . . . , nl ∈
Z+ and m1, . . . , mk ∈ Z≥2 for M = L while m1, . . . , mk ∈ Z≥3 for M =W a.
In the ase that k is stritly larger than zero, (3.1) immediately shows that
any suh element is in C1(W ). On the other hand, for k = 0 there are only
nitely many possibilities for the term Mn1 . . .Mnlw
(i)
not to vanish beause of
the lower-trunatedness of W . The fator (W a0 )
Na0
an also do no harm as it does
not hange the generalized weight of the element it is applied to, and eah Jordan
ell is nite-dimensional by the denition of C, given the fat that ondition (ii)
is satised.
So what deserves speial attention are the powers of L−1, W
a
−1 and W
a
−2 in
the ase k = 0, beause when applied to some element of W , the result need not
be in C1(W ), but eah of these modes stritly inreases the generalized weight.
As there is ertainly no upper-trunation ondition for the module W , the
appearane of these modes in (3.2) makes it seem possible that the omplement
of C1(W ) in W is innite-dimensional.
But fortunately, in this situation a theorem due to Buhl (see [B℄, Theorem 1)
applies, whih is a generalization of an earlier result of Gaberdiel and Neitzke
[GN℄. It states the following (among other things): If a vertex operator algebra
V is C2-onite, i.e. dim(V/C2(V )) < ∞ with C2(V ) = span{u−2v | u, v ∈ V },
then every weak V -module W is spanned by elements of the form
x1−n1 . . . x
k
−nk
w (3.3)
with w ∈ W , n1 ≥ . . . ≥ nk > −L, where L is some xed number, and the
vetors x1, . . . , xk ∈ V are representatives of the elements of a basis of V/C2(V ).
In addition, if nj ≤ 0, then ni = nj for at most Q indies i, where Q is another
xed number. This last feature is the most important one for the present situation
as it implies that only a limited number of powers of L−1, W
a
−1 and W
a
−2 has to
be onsidered if V is C2-onite.
(Note that in (3.3) the onvention for the indies of modes is the one used
most often in the mathematis literature, i.e. any vertex operator is expanded
into a series
∑
n∈Z vnx
−n−1
regardless of the weight of the assoiated vetor v.
On the other hand, in the physis literature it is ommon to expand a eld that
is assoiated to a vetor u of weight h into a series
∑
n∈Z u
phys
n x
−n−h
. The latter
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onvention is used here only in the ontext of W-algebras. When omparing
results expressed in diering notations, the relation un = u
phys
n−h+1 is used.)
The triplet algebra at c = −2 has the virtue of being C2-onite beause of
the existene of ertain singular vetors. Several authors (see [GN℄ and [M℄) have
been aware of this fat for some time, and it was reently proven by Abe in [A℄.
The proof given here uses a dierent method. Indeed, the expliit form of six
singular vetors at level 6 is known [GK℄, [R℄:
Nab =W a−3W
b
−3Ω− δab
(
8
9
L3−2 +
19
36
L2−3 +
14
9
L−4L−2 −
16
9
L−6
)
Ω
+ iεabc
(
−2W c−4L−2 +
5
4
W c−6
)
Ω . (3.4)
In order to prove that V is really C2-onite, we rst observe that in the above
expression for the singular vetor Nab, beause of (2.1) eah term that it is made
of is manifestly in C2(V ) exept forW
a
−3W
b
−3Ω and L
3
−2Ω. As any singular vetor
is divided out in the vertex operator algebra of interest, it follows that for a 6= b,
W a−3W
b
−3Ω ∈ C2(V ) and
((
W a−3
)2
−
(
W b−3
)2)
Ω ∈ C2(V ) .
SineW a−3 leaves the spae C2(V ) invariant (reall (2.4)),W
a
−3((W
a
−3)
2−(W b−3)
2)Ω
is an element of C2(V ) as well. But this element an also be written as(
W a−3
)3
Ω−W a−3
(
W b−3
)2
Ω =
(
W a−3
)3
Ω−W b−3W
a
−3W
b
−3Ω + Y−6W
b
−3Ω , (3.5)
where Y−6 = [W
a
−3,W
b
−3] applied to any vetor v ∈ V yields an element of C2(V )
beause in the ommutator of modes of primary elds of weight 3 there an
only appear modes orresponding to elds of weight less than or equal to 5 (see
equation (2.8) above). So in partiular, the last term in (3.5) is in C2(V ). In
addition, the seond last term in this equation also is in C2(V ) as W
b
−3 leaves this
spae invariant. Hene, it follows that (W a−3)
3Ω ∈ C2(V ), and we have(
W a−3
)m
Ω ∈ C2(V ) for all m ≥ 3 . (3.6)
From this and the fat that ((W a−3)
2 − 8
9
L3−2)Ω is in C2(V ) it follows that
(W a−3)
2L3−2Ω ∈ C2(V ). Now using the invariane of C2(V ) under L−2 and W
a
−3
one more time it is easy to see that((
W a−3
)2
−
8
9
L3−2
)2
Ω =
((
W a−3
)4
+
64
81
L6−2 −
8
9
(
W a−3
)2
L3−2 −
8
9
L3−2
(
W a−3
)2)
Ω
is an element of C2(V ). But from the above disussion it is also lear that eah
term on the right-hand side apart from
64
81
L6−2Ω is in C2(V ), and so it follows
that L6−2Ω must be an element of C2(V ) as well.
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As a onsequene of the reasoning of the last paragraph, suiently large
powers of L−2 and W
a
−3 (6 or maybe less in the rst ase, 3 or maybe less in the
latter) applied to any element in V yield elements in C2(V ). Thus it is proven
that C2(V ) is nite-odimensional.
Now that it has been shown that the prerequisite of Buhl's theorem is satised
for the triplet algebra at c = −2, it an be used sine by denition any objet in
C is a weak module and the elements in (3.2) are of the same form as those in
(3.3). This means that if it an be argued that ω and W a are not in C2(V ) and
an thus be taken to be representatives of elements in a basis for V/C2(V ), there
atually is some sort of an upper-trunation ondition, but for the exponents of
the modes L−1, W
a
−1 and W
a
−2 in (3.2). So for k = 0, it follows that only nitely
many elements of the form (3.2) span the (k = 0)-part of W . This is exatly
the statement that W is C1-onite.
It remains to be seen that ω and W a are not in C2(V ). For the moment,
onsider the possibility that ω is in C2(V ). Then there must be u, v ∈ V suh
that u−2v = ω. By omparing weights on both sides, we arrive at the ondition
wt u+wt v+1 = 2. But sine the vertex operator algebra V under onsideration
is of the form V =
∐
n∈N V(n) with V(0) = CΩ, this ondition says that either u
or v must be (a salar multiple of) the vauum (and the other one of weight 1).
This is not possible for the onformal vetor, leading to a ontradition. By a
similar reasoning, one also sees that W a /∈ C2(V ).
Finally, it needs to be shown that the hosen ategory is losed with re-
spet to the ontragredient funtor. By the denition of the graded dual W ′ =∐
n∈Z(W[n])
∗
it is lear that it is lower-trunated. In order to establish that it is
also nitely generated, hoose a minimal generating set {w1, . . . , wN} ⊂W ∈ ob C
from a basis
⋃
n∈ZBn of W , where Bn is a basis of W[n] for all n ∈ Z. Then all
w ∈ W are linear ombinations of elements of the form
Mn1 . . .Mnkwi ,
whereM denotes the same as in (3.2). Let w′1, . . . , w
′
N be the elements of the dual
basis in W ′ suh that 〈w′i, wj〉 = δij. Beause of this, all w
′ ∈ W ′ that may give a
nonvanishing matrix element with some w ∈ W must be linear ombinations of
elements of the formM′nk . . .M
′
n1
w′i. To see this, assume that there is an element
w˜′ /∈ {w′1, . . . , w
′
N} in W
′
suh that {w˜′, w′1, . . . , w
′
N} is a subset of a minimal set
of generating vetors of W ′. It follows that 〈w˜′, wi〉 = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
and thus〈
M′−m1 . . .M
′
−mk
w˜′,M−n1 . . .M−nlwi
〉
=
〈
w˜′,M′mk . . .M
′
m1M−n1 . . .M−nlwi
〉
= δ∑
imi,
∑
j nj
〈
w˜′,
∑
{I |wtwI=wtwi}
aIwI
〉
= 0 ,
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where aI ∈ C are the oeients that result from applying the ommutation
relations of the M-modes. This means that the subspae of generalized weight
wt w˜′ has a dimension that is stritly larger than the dimension of the orre-
sponding subspae in W . But by the denition of the graded dual of W , these
nite-dimensional subspaes must have the same dimension, so there annot be
an element w˜′ as above, and C is losed under the ontragredient funtor.
The triplet algebras at cp,1
The triplet algebra at c = −2 is only the rst member of an innite family of
tripletW-algebras {W(2, (2p−1)×3)}p≥2 with entral harge cp,1 = 1−6(p−1)
2/p,
where for eah p ∈ Z≥2 the three primary elds of weight 2p − 1 are a triplet
under the ation of the group SO(3), whih means that the struture onstant
CW
c
W a,W b is proportional to εabc [Kau℄. It is the goal of this setion to show that
the above onditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are also satised in this general ase.
If one denes the ategory C analogously to the speial ase of p = 2, one
immediately sees that the onditions of quasi-nite dimensionality and of nitely
generated lower-trunated generalized modules in ob C hold in the same way as
before with the obvious generalization of the arguments. What requires additional
work is to establish the C1-oniteness of all objets in C.
Let V∆ denote the vertex operator algebra assoiated to the W-algebra
W(2,∆×3) for a xed ∆ := 2p − 1 with p ∈ Z≥3. If V∆ is C2-onite, one
an apply Buhl's theorem as in the ase p = 2, and any V∆-module under onsid-
eration would be C1-onite, whih together with the other properties of V∆ gives
the existene and assoiativity of the nonmeromorphi operator produt expan-
sion. Compared with the ase p = 2, the diulty of proving the C2-oniteness
of V∆ stems from the lak of expliit expressions for singular vetors that are
ruial for a proof of C2-oniteness. A priori, it is not even lear whether suh
singular vetors at all exist for arbitrary p ∈ Z≥3.
As it turns out, one an argue for the existene of ertain singular vetors
of weight 2(2p − 1) with the help of the expliitly known harater of V∆ that
was obtained in [F2℄. By analyzing this harater in detail one an show that for
arbitrary p ∈ Z≥2, singular vetors of the form
Nab = W a−∆W
b
−∆Ω+ δab
(
Virasoro-polynomial
)
Ω
+ εabc
(
Virasoro-W cm-polynomial
)
Ω (3.7)
exist, where in the last term only summands with exatly one W c-mode an
appear (of ourse, equation (3.4) is of this form, too).
In order to show that singular vetors as in (3.7) really exist, we rst reall
the harater
χV∆(q) =
q−1/24
ϕ(q)
∑
n∈Z
(2n+ 1)q(2np+p−1)
2/(4p)
(3.8)
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from [F2℄. If we expand both this harater and the vauum Verma module
harater χVermaV∆ (q) given by (2.10) into a formal power series in q and ompare
the oeients of q(2p−1)+3 (times q−cp,1/24), we see that the dimensions of the
homogeneous subspaes of weight (2p− 1) + 3 of the vauum Verma module and
the W-algebra itself dier by 3. The reason for this is the following: From the
Ka determinant it follows that the Virasoro algebra of entral harge cp,1 has
an innite set of highest weight modules where the highest weights are given by
h2k−1,1 = (k − 1)(kp− 1), k ∈ Z+. By a standard argument it follows that these
modules have singular vetors at level 2k−1. In partiular, for k = 2 the highest
weight vetors of weight 2p − 1 an be identied with the vetors W a−∆Ω as we
have ∆ = 2p− 1. So beause of the additional struture of the W-algebra with
its elds W a, pure Virasoro modules are embedded into the full vertex operator
algebraW(2,∆×3), and the dierene of the dimensions above is due to the three
singular vetors of weight (2p− 1) + 3.
If these three vetors are divided out of the vauum Verma module, we obtain
a struture to whih the harater
χ˜(q) = q−cp,1/24
(
1
ϕ2(q)
+
3q2p−1(1− q3)
ϕ(q)(ϕ2p−1(q))2
)
(3.9)
pertains, where we use the notation introdued in (2.11). The rst term in this
expression aounts for the ation of the Virasoro algebra on the vauum alone.
The seond term reets the fat that beginning at level 2p − 1, the modes
assoiated to the three distint W a-elds at nontrivially on the vauum. With
respet to the Virasoro algebra, this is a highest weight vetor, whih explains the
fator q2p−1/ϕ(q). Furthermore, the fator 1 − q3 is due to the singular vetors
of weight (2p − 1) + 3 disussed above, and the term (ϕ2p−1(q))−2 omes from
the ation of the W a-modes on the vauum. The seond power (and not the
third) has to be taken here in order not to doubly ount the ontribution from
the W a-modes beause of the three-fold multipliity.
Partially expanding both (3.8) and (3.9) into a formal power series yields
χV∆(q) =
q−cp,1/24
ϕ(q)
(
1− q + 3q2p−1 − 3q2p+2 +O(q6p−2)
)
,
χ˜(q) =
q−cp,1/24
ϕ(q)
(
1− q + 3q2p−1 − 3q2p+2 + 6q4p−2 +O(q4p−1)
)
.
We are interested in the dimensions of the homogeneous subspaes of weight 2∆ =
4p− 2 desribed by these haraters. Comparing the oeients of q4p−2 (times
q−cp,1/24) by taking the relevant ontributions from (ϕ(q))−1 =
∑
n∈N p(n)q
n
into
aount, we see that these dimensions dier by 6. Thus we have found that
six additional singular vetors of weight 2∆ are divided out in W(2,∆×3). The
reason that these vetors must involve a term with two W a-modes is that there
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are no pure Virasoro singular vetors of weight 2∆. Finally, the form of (3.7) is
a diret onsequene of the SO(3)-struture of W(2,∆×3) [Kau℄.
We now ontinue the proof of C2-oniteness of the W-algebras W(2,∆
×3).
As in the speial ase p = 2 it is lear that nearly all possible vetors in the
expression (3.7) for the singular vetor Nab are elements of C2(V∆) beause of
the fat thatW amΩ = 0 for allm ≥ −∆+1. The only vetors for whih this might
not be true are W a−∆W
b
−∆Ω and αL
∆
−2Ω, the latter appearing in the δaa-term in
Nab. If it an be shown that the oeient α is not zero, the exat same reasoning
as in the ase p = 2 an be applied to see that V∆ is C2-onite. So the question
that remains to be answered is whether or not α 6= 0.
To nd the orret answer, we rst observe that the vertex operator to whih
a singular vetor orresponds neessarily is a primary eld. In partiular, it is a
quasi-primary eld. As the vetor W a−∆W
b
−∆Ω appears in the expression for the
singular vetor Nab, the orresponding quasi-primary null-eld must be a linear
ombination of quasi-primary elds, and one of these must be the normal-ordered
produt N (W a,W b).
The next step is to note that the quasi-primary eld N (W a,W b) alone annot
be the null-eld. To see this, we make use of the fat that the mode L1 annihilates
the vetor Nab. Thus, by expanding the null-eld into modes,
L1N
aa = L1
(
W a−∆W
a
−∆Ω +
(
Virasoro-polynomial
)
Ω
)
∆−1
= L1
(
W a−∆W
a
−∆Ω + βL−4L
∆−2
−2 Ω+ γL
2
−3L
∆−3
−2 Ω
)
∆−1
= 0 . (3.10)
Here, the symbol
∆−1
= has been introdued, whih means equal to, modulo vetors
with less than ∆− 1 modes applied to the vauum Ω. For example,
βL−4L
∆−2
−2 Ω+ γL
2
−3L
∆−3
−2 Ω
∆−1
= βL−4L
∆−2
−2 Ω + γL
2
−3L
∆−3
−2 Ω + δL
2
−4L
∆−4
−2 Ω .
So far, the values of the onstants β and γ are unknown. If the null-eld were
equal to N (W a,W b), the oeients β = βWW and γ = γWW ould be omputed
from the above formula (2.6) for quasi-primary normal-ordered produts in terms
of the struture onstant C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a . In priniple, this onstant an be omputed
for eah p ∈ Z≥3 separately, but neither are suh omputations arried out easily
nor is it neessary to know the exat value of the onstant; only the information
that it is not zero is ruial.
With this, a straight-forward alulation using (3.10) shows that
L2
(
W a−∆W
a
−∆ + βWWL−4L
∆−2
−2 + γWWL
2
−3L
∆−3
−2
)
Ω
∆−1
=
/
0 .
So the eld N (W a,W b) is quasi-primary but not primary and an thus not be
the null-eld. Instead, other quasi-primary elds must be added to N (W a,W b)
to get the null-eld. Of all these elds, only those are of immediate interest
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that yield primarity of the null-eld at length ∆ − 1, i.e. L2Naa
∆−1
= 0. Dene
X to be the set of all quasi-primary elds of weight 2∆ exept N (T∆) in whose
mode expansion appear Virasoro-monomials up to degree ∆ − 1; in partiular,
L−4L
∆−2
−2 is suh a monomial. For example, N (∂
2T,N (T∆−2)) ∈ X . Then the
singular vetor assoiated to the null-eld satises the identity
Naa
∆−1
=
(
(N (W a,W a))−2∆ + α
(
N (T∆)
)
−2∆
+
∑
X∈X
kXX−2∆
)
Ω
∆−1
=
(
W a−∆W
a
−∆ + αL
∆
−2 + (βT∆ + βWW )L−4L
∆−2
−2
+ (γT∆ + γWW )L
2
−3L
∆−3
−2 +
∑
X∈X
(
βXL−4L
∆−2
−2 + γXL
2
−3L
∆−3
−2
))
Ω .
(Note that there are no vetors of length ∆ − 1 in L2L2−3L
∆−3
−2 Ω, so the γ-terms
do not have to be onsidered when L2 ats on N
aa
.)
Now the assumption is made that α = 0. Then one an use the fat that
L2N
aa = 0 to nd an expliit expression for the parameter B :=
∑
X∈X βX
in terms of the struture onstant C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a . (Fields F of weight 2∆ − 1 like
N (∂T, T∆−2) with one derivative term need not be taken into aount sine the
struture onstants CFW a,W a for suh elds vanish, see [BFKNRV℄.) To do this,
we need to know in whih exat way βWW is proportional to C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a , so that we
have βWW = β
′
WWC
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a with β
′
WW a nonzero onstant whose exat value an
be alulated to be β ′WW = −
(2∆−1)(∆−1)
2(4∆−3)
by equation (2.6). With this notation
we arrive at
0 = L2N
aa ∆−1= L2
(
W a−∆W
a
−∆ +
(
β ′WWC
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a +B
)
L−4L
∆−2
−2
)
Ω
∆−1
=
([
L2,W
a
−∆W
a
−∆
]
+ 6
(
β ′WWC
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a +B
)
L∆−1−2
)
Ω
∆−1
=
([
L2,W
a
−∆
]
W a−∆ + 6
(
β ′WWC
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a +B
)
L∆−1−2
)
Ω
∆−1
=
(
(2(∆− 1) + ∆)W a2−∆W
a
−∆ + 6
(
β ′WWC
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a +B
)
L∆−1−2
)
Ω
∆−1
=
(
(3∆− 2)
[
W a2−∆,W
a
−∆
]
+ 6
(
β ′WWC
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a +B
)
L∆−1−2
)
Ω
∆−1
=
(
(3∆− 2)CN (T
∆−1)
W a,W a + 6
(
β ′WWC
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a +B
))
L∆−1−2 Ω ,
where it has been used in the last line that p∆,∆,2∆−2(2−∆,−∆) = 1. The above
equation holds if and only if
B = −
6∆2 − 8∆ + 3
6(4∆− 3)
C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a . (3.11)
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The idea to prove that α 6= 0 now is to nd another way to expliitly ompute
the value of B that does not agree with the one given in (3.11). But before
this is done it should be notied that the parameters β = βWW + B and γ =
γWW +
∑
X∈X γX an be expressed ompletely in terms of the struture onstant
C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a and B: βWW and γWW an be alulated by equation (2.6), and from
the fat that eah eld X in X is quasi-primary (whih means L1X−2∆Ω
∆−1
= 0
among other things) it follows that
∑
X∈X γX = −
5
8
B. As a onsequene we have
β = −
1
2
2∆− 1
4∆− 3
C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a (∆− 1) +B , (3.12a)
γ = −
1
2
2∆− 1
4∆− 3
C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a
(
(∆− 2)2 −
1
2
(∆− 2)(∆− 3)
)
−
5
8
B . (3.12b)
These relations will be made use of without expliit mention in the following.
The vetor Naa−2∆Ω is already ompletely known at length ∆ − 1 up to the
struture onstant C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a , and the same situation will now be ahieved for
the vetor Naa−2∆−1Ω as an intermediate step. For this, the relation [Lm, φn] =
((h− 1)m− n)φm+n with m ∈ {±1, 0} for a quasi-primary eld φ of weight h is
employed: at length ∆− 1 we see that [L−1, Naa−2∆]Ω = L−1N
aa
is equal to
L−1
(
W a−∆W
a
−∆ + βL−4L
∆−2
−2 + γL
2
−3L
∆−3
−2
)
Ω
∆−1
=
(
W a−∆
[
L−1,W
a
−∆
]
+
[
L−1,W
a
−∆
]
W a−∆ + 3βL−5L
∆−2
−2
+(∆− 2)βL−4L−3L
∆−3
−2 + 4γL−4L−3L
∆−3
−2 + (∆− 3)γL
3
−3L
∆−4
−2
)
Ω
∆−1
=
(
2W a−∆−1W
a
−∆ +
[
W a−∆,W
a
−∆−1
]
+3βL−5L
∆−2
−2 + ((∆− 2)β + 4γ)L−4L−3L
∆−3
−2 + (∆− 3)γL
3
−3L
∆−4
−2
)
Ω
∆−1
= C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a p∆,∆,2∆−2(−∆,−∆ − 1)
(
(∆− 1)L−5L
∆−2
−2
+(∆− 1)(∆− 2)L−4L−3L
∆−3
−2 +
(
∆− 1
3
)
L3−3L
∆−4
−2
)
Ω
+
(
3βL−5L
∆−2
−2 + ((∆− 2)β + 4γ)L−4L−3L
∆−3
−2
)
Ω
+ (∆− 3)γL3−3L
∆−4
−2 Ω . (3.13)
But beause of the quasi-primarity of the vetor Naa, this must also be equal to
Naa−2∆−1Ω. Of ourse the latter is not known expliitly, but at length ∆ − 1 the
relevant parameters an be inferred. Firstly, there is a ontribution to Naa−2∆−1Ω
fromN (W a,W a)−2∆−1Ω, and only the terms of length∆−1 will be of importane
here. Seondly, the ontribution of the elds in X has to be taken into aount.
Computing this ontribution exatly would require the knowledge of the exat
values of the parameters kX in
Naa
∆−1
= N (W a,W a)−2∆Ω +
∑
X∈X
kXX−2∆Ω .
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These are not available, but all we really need to know in this ase are the
oeients of the relevant monomials at length ∆−1. Denoting these oeients
by ξi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, (3.13) is also equal to
N (W a,W a)−2∆−1Ω+
(
ξ1L−5L
∆−2
−2 + ξ2L−4L−3L
∆−3
−2 + ξ3L
3
−3L
∆−4
−2
)
Ω
∆−1
= −
1
4
C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a
2∆− 1
4∆− 3
(−n− 2∆ + 2)(−n− 2∆ + 1)
∣∣∣
n=−2∆−1
·
(
(∆− 1)L−5L
∆−2
−2 + (∆− 1)(∆− 2)L−4L−3L
∆−3
−2
+
(
∆− 1
3
)
L3−3L
∆−4
−2
)
Ω
+
(
ξ1L−5L
∆−2
−2 + ξ2L−4L−3L
∆−3
−2 + ξ3L
3
−3L
∆−4
−2
)
Ω . (3.14)
Now omparing the oeients of the vetors L−5L
∆−2
−2 Ω, L−4L−3L
∆−3
−2 Ω and
L3−3L
∆−4
−2 Ω in (3.13) and (3.14) yields
ξ1 =
1
2
(
6B + C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a (∆− 1)
)
, (3.15a)
ξ2 =
1
2
(
−9B + 2B∆+ CN (T
∆−1)
W a,W a
(
∆2 − 3∆ + 2
))
, (3.15b)
ξ3 =
1
24
(
45B − 15B∆+ CN (T
∆−1)
W a,W a
(
2∆3 − 12∆2 + 22∆− 12
))
. (3.15)
With this knowledge of both vetors Naa−2∆Ω and N
aa
−2∆−1Ω at length ∆− 1, now
one last piee of information an be utilized in order to nd another way to
ompute B. Until now, only the quasi-primarity of the null-eld has been used.
But atually it is also primary, i.e. the relation [Lm, N
aa
n ] = ((2∆−1)m−n)N
aa
m+n
holds for all m,n ∈ Z. In partiular, this is true for m = 2 and n = −2∆ − 1,
and thus
0 = (6∆− 1)Naa−2∆+1Ω =
[
L2, N
aa
−2∆−1
]
Ω = L2N
aa
−2∆−1Ω
∆−1
= −
3
2
C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a
2∆− 1
4∆− 3
(7(∆− 1) + 6(∆− 1)(∆− 2))L−3L
∆−2
−2 Ω
+ (7ξ1 + 6ξ2)L−3L
∆−2
−2 Ω +
[
L2, N
(∆)(W a,W a)−2∆−1
]
Ω
∆−1
= −
3
2
C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a
2∆− 1
4∆− 3
(7(∆− 1) + 6(∆− 1)(∆− 2))L−3L
∆−2
−2 Ω
+ (7ξ1 + 6ξ2)L−3L
∆−2
−2 Ω +
[
L2,W
a
−∆W
a
−∆−1 +W
a
−∆−1W
a
−∆
]
Ω
∆−1
= −
3
2
C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a
2∆− 1
4∆− 3
(7(∆− 1) + 6(∆− 1)(∆− 2))L−3L
∆−2
−2 Ω
+ (7ξ1 + 6ξ2)L−3L
∆−2
−2 Ω
+
([
L2,W
a
−∆
]
W a−∆−1 +
[
L2,W
a
−∆−1
]
W a−∆
)
Ω
∆−1
= −
3
2
C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a
2∆− 1
4∆− 3
(7(∆− 1) + 6(∆− 1)(∆− 2))L−3L
∆−2
−2 Ω
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+ (7ξ1 + 6ξ2)L−3L
∆−2
−2 Ω + (2(∆− 1) + ∆)
[
W a−∆+2,W
a
−∆−1
]
Ω
+ (2(∆− 1) + ∆+ 1)
[
W a−∆+1,W
a
−∆
]
Ω
∆−1
= −
3
2
C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a
2∆− 1
4∆− 3
(7(∆− 1) + 6(∆− 1)(∆− 2))L−3L
∆−2
−2 Ω
+ (7ξ1 + 6ξ2)L−3L
∆−2
−2 Ω
+ (3∆− 2)CN (T
∆−1)
W a,W a p∆,∆,2∆−2(2−∆,−∆− 1)(∆− 1)L−3L
∆−2
−2 Ω
+ (3∆− 1)CN (T
∆−1)
W a,W a p∆,∆,2∆−2(1−∆,−∆)(∆− 1)L−3L
∆−2
−2 Ω , (3.16)
where in this ase the termN (∆)(W a,W a)−2∆−1Ω (reall equation (2.7)) does lead
to a ontribution at length ∆− 1, in ontrast to the situation in equation (3.14).
Now using (3.12) and (3.15) in (3.16) yields the following alternate expression for
the parameter B:
B = −
12∆2 − 18∆ + 7
4(4∆− 3)
C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a .
This an only be in agreement with (3.11) for C
N (T∆−1)
W a,W a = 0, whih is not the
ase. Thus, the assumption α = 0 leads to a ontradition and V∆ is C2-onite.
We summarize our results in the following theorem.
Theorem. For all p ∈ Z≥2, the nonmeromorphi operator produt expansion exists
and is assoiative for the vertex operator algebraW(2, (2p−1)×3). Furthermore,
all these vertex operator algebras are C2-onite.
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